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[Chorus 1]  [F/C/Bb] 

No more global climate change/When will people rearrange? [x2] 

 

[Verse 1] [F/C/Bb] 

Global warming sucks it costs us big bucks 

Coal burning power plants driving cars and trucks 

Emit the greenhouse gases that get the heat stuck 

If we don’t change our ways we’ll be out of luck 

 

[Chorus 2] 

Cow farts break my heart/Cow farts break my heart [x2] 

 

[Verse 2] 

Methane is released from landfills and cattle 

Polluting the atmosphere from here to Seattle 

To stop global warming we don’t need a battle 

But there are some factories and industries to rattle 

 

Humans are causing it so humans should be pausing it 

Many other species are suffering because of it 

Ice caps are melting while sea levels rise 

Can’t we please ask ourselves if this way is wise? 

 

Reduce reuse recycle use solar energies 



Drive less walk more clean up factories 

Ride a bike ride the bus plant a lot of trees 

Become a vegetarian and smile more please [smile w/ thumbs up!] 

 

[Bridge] [Am/G/F] 

[Gabe, Avi, Aaron]: Polar Bears  

[All]: Bears! 

[GAA]: Dyin’ everywhere  

[All]: Where? 

[GAA]: Out in the arctic polar bears are dyin’ there 

[All]: Cause people are lazy they don’t even care 

[GAA]: Polar bears  

[All]: Bears! 

 

[Chorus 1] 

No more global climate change/When will people rearrange? [x2] 

 

This whole thing is terrible for animals unbearable 

Think of all the polar bears polluting factories don’t care 

Lets move on to solar power save the world by the hour 

Stop global warming now take the no pollution vow 

 

[Chorus 1+2 together, Joe drops out] 

[#1-13 “cow farts” #14-27 “no more”] 

[sing 2x each and then switch for 2x] 

[end 1x all together “no more”]
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